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FACE THE NATION 
 

01/06/13 Guests: Representative Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), House Minority Leader (1); Senator Mitch McConnell (R-KY), 

Senate Minority Leader (2); Senator Jeff Flake (R-AZ) (3); Senator Chris Murphy (D-CT) (3); Representative Mike 

Kelly (R-PA) (3); Representative Matt Salmon (R-AZ) (3); Representative Rick Nolan (D-MN) (3); David Sanger, 

The New York Times (4); Rana Foroohar, TIME magazine (4) 

1) Topics include: Representative Pelosi’s disagreement with Senate Republican leader McConnell’s opinion that the 

tax revenue debate is over and that Congress must now focus on spending / tax reform / specifics on entitlement 

reform as a way to cut spending / reaction to Representative Boehner’s assessment that every dollar that goes to 

raising the debt ceiling must be matched with a dollar of spending cuts / upcoming fiscal deadlines / reasons behind 

the partisanship in Washington, which keeps both parties from working together, resulting in these looming deadlines 

2) Topics include: reaction to comments from Representative Pelosi regarding tax revenues / support for tax reform; 

criticism of President Obama for his lack of leadership; disagreement with Democrats regarding their suggestions for 

entitlement reform; decision to not comment on gun control until Vice President Biden’s committee on gun violence 

has released its report 

3) Topics include: reaction from Senators Flake and Murphy to comments from Representative Pelosi and Senator 

McConnell; Representative Kelly’s thoughts on what has been accomplished since he first entered office two years 

ago / opinions from the returning Congressmen on the panel as to what Congress has been doing wrong since they 

left office; reaction to Texas Republican Senator John Cornyn’s op-ed piece asking fellow Republicans to be willing 

to shut down the government in order to secure spending cuts; thoughts on gun control from members of the panel 

4) Topics include: impact the fiscal cliff negotiations have had on the rest of the world’s perception of the United 

States / opinion that the upcoming vote on raising the debt ceiling will be left to the last minutes; tomorrow’s 

possible nomination by President Obama of former Republican Senator Chuck Hagel as Secretary of Defense 

 

01/13/13 Guests: Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Senate Armed Services Committee (1); Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV), 

Senate Armed Services Committee (2); General Stanley McChrystal, author, “My Share of the Task” (3); Mayor 

Antonio Villaraigosa (D-Los Angeles, CA) (4); Rajiv Chandrasekaran, The Washington Post (5); Amy Walter, Cook 

Political Report (5); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (5) 

1) Topics include: Friday’s announcement from President Obama regarding American troop withdrawal from 

Afghanistan; President Obama’s choices for his cabinet; gun control 

2) Topics include: Friday’s announcement from President Obama regarding American troop withdrawal from 

Afghanistan / approval of drone strikes in Pakistan, al Qaeda’s safe haven; President Obama’s choices for his 

cabinet, specifically Chuck Hagel for Secretary of Defense; gun control 

3) Topics include: Friday’s announcement from President Obama regarding American troop withdrawal from 

Afghanistan / thoughts on Pakistan, al Qaeda’s safe haven; story behind General McChrystal’s resignation; President 

Obama’s nomination of former Republican Senator Chuck Hagel as Secretary of Defense; impact the war in 

Afghanistan is having on U.S. service personnel / support for the draft; near term and long term threats to national 

security 

4) Topics include: outline of Mayor Villaraigosa’s upcoming speech on immigration reform; gun control / level of 

police presence in Los Angeles public schools; diversity of President Obama’s choices for his cabinet 

5) Topics include: American troop withdrawal from Afghanistan; upcoming debt ceiling negotiations; President 

Obama’s choices for his cabinet, specifically Chuck Hagel for Secretary of Defense 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

01/20/13 Guests: David Plouffe, White House senior adviser (1); Dr. Condoleezza Rice, CBS News Contributor, former 

Secretary of State, George W. Bush Administration (2) (3); Bob Woodward, The Washington Post (2); Dee Dee 

Myers, Vanity Fair (2); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal (2); Joseph Califano, former aide, Lyndon Johnson 

administration (3); Taylor Branch, author, “The King Years: Historic Moments in the Civil Rights Movement” (3); 

Dr. James Peterson, Lehigh University (3); Mayor Julian Castro (D-San Antonio, TX) (4); Representative Joaquin 

Castro (D-TX) (4) 

1) Topics include: terrorist situation at a natural gas plant in Algeria; atmosphere of political divisiveness in the U.S. 

/ offer from House Republicans to extend the nation’s debt ceiling for three months / gun control legislation 

2) Topics include: lack of collaboration between the White House and Congress / belief held by many Republicans 

in Congress that President Obama “doesn’t like them”; gun control legislation; offer from House Republicans to 

extend the nation’s debt ceiling for three months; foreign policy challenges facing President Obama 

3) Topics include: former President Lyndon Johnson’s accomplishments / thoughts on the 1964 civil rights bill from 

Dr. Rice, Mr. Branch, and Dr. Peterson; advice for President Obama as he begins his second term; consensus that 

“education is the civil rights issue of the era”; problems within the Republican Party 

4) Topics include: economic competitiveness as the most important issue for Mayor Castro / Mayor Castro’s keynote 

address at the Democratic National Convention; repairing America’s fiscal situation as the most important issue for 

Representative Castro; belief that the changing demographics within the state of Texas will ultimately transform it 

from a Republican state to a Democratic one 

 

01/27/13 Guests: Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) (1); Commissioner Ray Kelly, Police Commissioner of the City of New 

York (2); Representative Marsha Blackburn (R-TN) (3); Newt Gingrich, former Speaker of the House of 

Representatives (3); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (4); Stephanie Cutter, Democratic Strategist (4); Kevin 

Madden, Republican Strategist (4); David Sanger, The New York Times 

1) Topics include: Senator Feinstein’s legislation to ban assault weapons / differences between this new legislation 

and the existing laws in New York State and California / strength of the National Rifle Association today versus 

twenty years ago when the original assault weapons ban was passed; real and ongoing threat from terrorism, as 

evidenced by the recent turmoil in Mali 

2) Topics include: support for Senator Feinstein’s legislation as a move in the right direction / the handgun as the 

main gun problem in New York City / list of what Commissioner Kelly would like to see from Congress regarding 

gun control / NYC Police Department’s plans to implement Terahertz technology / civil liberties versus Terahertz 

technology and tighter gun control 

3) Topics include: reaction to comments made related to gun control from Senator Feinstein and Commissioner 

Kelly / disapproval for Senator Feinstein’s legislation to ban assault weapons / Representative Blackburn’s call to 

stop looking at symptoms and instead start looking at the root causes of gun violence, such as mental health; reaction 

to recent criticism from Republicans against their own party; Mr. Gingrich’s reaction to his own statement from 

1995, in which he spoke out against women in combat; examples of mistakes made by the Republican Party during 

the presidential election 

4) Topics include: President Obama’s inaugural address / thoughts on the tactical measures President Obama must 

incorporate in order to have a successful second term; need for the Republican Party to acknowledge the changing 

American electorate; real and ongoing threat from terrorism, as evidenced by the recent turmoil in Mali and the 

nuclear threat from North Korea; Ms. Cutter’s predictions as to what President Obama will address in the upcoming 

State of the Union 

5) Face The Nation Flashback topic: the Space Challenger disaster which took place twenty-seven years ago -- 

January 28, 1986 
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60 MINUTES 
 

01/06/13 “The Paper” - a report on the controversial decision by Advance Publications (owned by the Newhouse family) to 

reduce the heretofore daily publication of the print edition of the New Orleans Times-Picayune newspaper to three 

days a week, and to focus instead on the paper’s digital version and twenty-four hour website.  Includes interviews 

with: Mitch Landrieu, mayor of New Orleans; David Carr, reporter, The New York Times; Jim Amoss, editor, The 

Times-Picayune; and comments by Anne Milling, New Orleans philanthropist; Lolis Elie, writer and former Times-

Picayune columnist; Gregory Aymond, Archbishop of New Orleans.  (C: Morley Safer - P: Deirdre Naphin Curran) 

“Design Thinking” - an interview / profile of product design innovator David Kelley, and his Silicon Valley 

company, IDEO.  His philosophy of mindfully incorporating human behavior into design has resulted in the creation 

of some of the word’s most iconic products, like the stand-up toothpaste tube and the computer mouse for Apple. (C: 

Charlie Rose - P. Katherine Davis) 

“Barca” - a report on Barca, the professional soccer team of Barcelona, Spain, and the training system of La Masia, 

its youth academy, which has produced many gifted players.  Includes interviews with: John Carlin, Spanish football 

columnist; Barca players Cesc Fabergas, Gerard Pique, Lionel Messi; and Sandro Rosell, president of the club. (C: 

Bob Simon - P: Michael H. Gavshon)  See also “Messi”, OAD: 01/09/13 on 60 MINUTES SPORTS (on 

SHOWTIME) 

 

01/13/13 “March of the Machines” - a report on technological advances in automation, especially in robotics, that are both 

revolutionizing the workplace and eliminating more jobs than these advances create.  Includes interviews with: Erik 

Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee, professors, MIT; Bruce Welty, CEO, Quiet Logistics; Rodney Brooks, founder, 

iRobot; John Dulchinos, CEO, Adept Technology. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Harry A. Radliffe II, Maria Gavrilovic) 

“Justice Sotomayor” - the first broadcast interview with U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor.  The 

daughter of Puerto Rican immigrants, she is the first Hispanic on the Court.  She discusses her life and career, 

including the role that affirmative action played. Includes brief comments by her mother, Celina Sotomayor.  (C: 

Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster) 

“Free Diving” - a report on the increasingly popular extreme sport called free diving, in which divers, on one breath, 

and without swim fins, descend hundreds of feet down into the sea, and then return to the surface -- still on that same 

one breath. Includes interviews with: William Trubridge, free diver; Tanya Streeter, free diver.  (C: Bob Simon - P: 

Michael H. Gavshon, Paul Bellinger) 

Update: “The Wasteland” (OAD: 11/09/08) 

 

01/20/13 PREEMPTION 

 

01/27/13 “President Obama & Secretary Clinton” - a joint interview with President Barack Obama and departing Secretary 

of State Hillary Rodham Clinton, conducted on Friday, January 25.  Topics include the evolution of their 

relationship, both professional and personal; foreign policy achievements of the past four years; the security failure 

in Benghazi, Libya; and the ongoing factors and considerations involved in the creation and implementation of U.S. 

involvement on the world stage.  (C: Steve Kroft - Producers: Part I: L. Franklin Devine, Michael Radutzky, Maria 

Gavrilovic; Part II: Michael Radutzky, L. Franklin Devine, Maria Gavrilovic) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

“The Fall of Lance Armstrong” - an interview with U.S. Anti-Doping Agency CEO Travis Tygart, who claims that 

cyclist Lance Armstrong, in a recent interview with Oprah Winfrey, withheld the full truth about his doping and lied 

on key issues. Also includes an interview with Tyler Hamilton, a former teammate of Armstrong. (C: Scott Pelley - 

P: Michael Radutzky, Michael Rey, Oriana Zill de Granados)  See also: "Miracle Man", OAD: 05/23/00 on 60 

MINUTES II; “Armstrong”, OAD: 05/22/11; and “The Fall of Lance Armstrong”, OAD: 01/09/13 on 60 MINUTES 

SPORTS (on SHOWTIME) 
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48 HOURS 
 

01/05/13 48 HOURS: “Ransom” (9:00-10:00p) - A report on the mysterious 2008 disappearance of Robert Wiles, the son of 

millionaire business owner Tom Wiles, who received an e-mail ransom note demanding $750,000 for the safe return 

of the 26-year-old, who had been working at the family business, National Flight Services in Lakeland, Florida, an 

aircraft maintenance company with offices and clients worldwide.  On April 3, Tom Wiles opened an e-mail from his 

son Robert. It was a ransom demand signed, “Group X”, and asked for Tom to put $750,000 in Robert’s office if he 

ever wanted to see his son alive again.  Robert was last seen by his co-worker Stobert (Toby) Holt on April 1, 2008, 

and the kidnappers set a deadline of April 8th to receive the money. Tom involved the FBI with the ransom note, and 

when Tom arrived in Florida they set up a sting operation in Robert’s office to try to find out who the kidnappers 

were. After monitoring a box placed in Robert’s office filled with coffee that weighed the same as $750,000, days 

started to pass by with no one entering the room. Toby Holt, Operations Manager, was handpicked by Tom to assist 

the FBI in monitoring Robert’s office. There were no leads in the case until agents tracked Robert’s phone records to 

see which cell towers were used, and this lead them to subpoena the Florida Turnpike Authority to view video of toll 

booths on the Polk Parkway. When Tom viewed the tape, he recognized Toby Holt’s car pass through a toll. In the 

picture Toby’s right arm looks to be in a position of holding a phone, and when agents went through Holt’s phone 

record, it showed his number was not in use while going through the tolls, piquing the FBI’s interest. This is when 

the investigation, which had been focused on the Wiles’ family and an alcoholic ex-employee, Steve Lindsey, turned 

solely towards Toby Holt. When agents brought Holt in for questioning they determined his whereabouts on the 

night of Robert’s disappearance were unsubstantiated and he lied when he said he didn’t have any guns in his car 

when they found a handgun under the hood. Moreover, Holt was cheating on his wife with at least a dozen women. 

The FBI called in reinforcements to help move along the case with local police and detectives, and this group 

discovered Holt and Robert’s phones were traveling together to make for a good circumstantial case. On December 

19, 2009 agents arrested Toby Holt for extortion, kidnaping, and first-degree murder. 48 HOURS MYSTERY spoke 

with Holt while he was in South County Jail through television cameras and monitors, and he maintained his 

innocence. The trial opened in January 2012 and the prosecution used phone records as evidence in addition to work 

e-mails, showcasing a contentious relationship between Robert and Holt as a motive.  Holt’s lawyer said he was 

taking a sip of Diet Dr. Pepper when the photo was taken of him going through the toll booth, not using a phone; he 

pinned everything on ex-worker Steve Lindsey. However, Steve Lindsey died of lung cancer while the case was 

under investigation. The jury spent four hours deliberating and the judge read, “...the defendant is guilty of 

manslaughter.” Holt was sentenced to 30 years in prison for manslaughter and extortion. Robert’s body has yet to be 

found. On Screen Text Graphics: Toby Holt is appealing his conviction based on insufficient evidence. Holt is 

currently scheduled for release in 2039. He will be 72 years old.  Interviewed: Tom Wiles, Robert’s father; Audra 

Wiles, Robert’s sister; Pamela, Robert’s mother; Tierney Wiles, Robert’s sister; David Palmisano, Robert’s friend; 

Jim Bucenell, FBI Special Agent; Dan Kelly, FBI Special Agent; Janie Beard, Robert’s barber; Joel Valle, airplane 

engine repair company owner; Tommy Ray, Florida Special Agent; Cass Castillo, prosecutor; Howardene Garrett, 

Assistant Public Defender; Stobert (Toby) Holt, NFS worker; Beverly Holt, Toby’s ex-wife.  (C: Peter Van Sant - P: 

Allen Alter, Paul LaRosa) (OAD: 05/12/12) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 

 

01/05/13 48 HOURS: “Shattered Dreams” (10:00-11:00p) - A report about David Ditto, a husband accused of killing his 

wife, Katrina Ditto and possibly drugging his children. In March 2011, David Ditto called 911 to say his wife had 

fallen down a flight of stairs in their Mira Mesa, California home and slammed her head on a tile floor. First 

responders were suspicious of  Ditto’s version of what happened because of the extent of Katrina’s injuries and the 

positioning of the body. Ditto said he tried to administer CPR, which they also doubted. Katrina Ditto died two days 

later. The Medical Examiner ruled that Katrina was beaten and strangled; Ditto was charged with murder. 

Investigators discovered that the image of the couple’s seemingly perfect marriage was a facade. Katrina met David 

while he was on a vacation in Mexico in 1993, married him and moved to the U.S. knowing little English. They had 

two children. She had written letters to her mother in Mexico, detailing the fact that  David was very controlling and 

she often wondered why she had married him. She had recently tried to break free, getting a job and having control 

of her own money for the first time in her life. Investigators also questioned why the teenage children, asleep in the 

home that night, never woke up, given the number of people in the house that night.  They suspected the children had 

been drugged. David Ditto took the stand during the trial, giving emotional testimony; however, he was found guilty. 

On screen text graphic: David Ditto will be eligible for parole in 2037. He will be 70 years old. To this day, Ditto 

insists he’s innocent and has hired a new defense attorney to file an appeal. Fours months before Katrina Ditto’s 

death, David took out a life insurance policy for his family in the event of his wife’s death, he would have collected 

$150,000. He never did.  Interviewed: David Ditto; Pat Doughty and Maggie Cascio, Ditto’s mother and sister; 

Silvia Benitez, Katrina Ditto’s mother; Lisa Chandler, first responder; Jonathan Mota, co-worker of Katria Ditto; 

Claudine Ruiz, San Diego prosecutor; JC Smith, San Diego homicide detective; Dr. Othon Mena, San Diego City 

Medical Examiner; Keith Rutman, Ditto’s defense attorney; jurors Francine Foman-Maisel, Christine Ellis, Patricia 

Woelk. (C: Maureen Maher - P: Deborah Grau, Gayane Keshishyan, Alec Sirken) 

 

01/12/13 48 HOURS: “The Perfect Family” - Bernie Pyne returned home one day in May 2011 with his young daughter to 

find his wife Ruth in the garage, brutally beaten and stabbed to death. To outsiders, the Pyne’s appeared to be an all-

American family. Bernie Pyne was a successful auto engineer who, with his wife, had raised a seemingly happy 

family in Highland Township, a suburb of Detroit, Michigan. They had two children, the oldest, Jeffrey, was his high 

school’s valedictorian and on his way to college. After Ruth was murdered, police learned the Pyne’s were not as 

perfect as portrayed. The investigation immediately turned to those who lived with Ruth, and they learned Ruth had 

some psychiatric issues, including arguments and confrontations about taking her medications. Investigators also 

learned Ruth and Bernie’s marriage was fractured, and Bernie had had an affair. They also found Ruth’s relationship 

with their son, Jeffrey, was strained. Ruth’s sister Linda Jarvie thought Bernie was responsible for the murder, and 

given his affair, Bernie understood the suspicions, but he had an ironclad alibi backed by his boss and four witnesses, 

ruling him out as a suspect. Five months into the investigation, Jeffrey Pyne was charged with his mother’s murder. 

Police had circumstantial evidence against Jeffrey -- blisters on his hands, lies about gardening at his neighbor’s 

home and his detached demeanor when authorities told him what had happened to his mother. In addition, there was 

no sign of Ruth being sexually assaulted and no sign of a break-in. Before the case went to the jury, Prosecutor John 

Skrzynski asked the judge for another option for the jurors; a charge of second-degree murder, rather than the 

original charge of first-degree murder. Skrzynski believed it would make it easier for the jury to convict him. 

Jeffrey’s defense attorney, James Champion, argued against it, but the judge granted the motion. After three days of 

jury deliberations the verdict was announced, and Jeffrey Pyne was found guilty of second-degree murder. On 

Screen Text Graphics: Jeffrey Pyne will be sentenced on January 29th. Under Michigan law, he could receive as 

much as life in prison with parole or as little as a year. Interviewed: Greg Glover, Oakland County Det. Sgt.; Dave 

Hendrick, Oakland County Det. Sgt.; Bernie Pyne, father of defendant; Linda Jarvie, Ruth Pyne’s sister; James 

Champion, defense attorney. (C: Tracy Smith - P: Liza Finley, Marc B. Goldbaum, Ruth Chenetz) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 

 

01/19/13 48 HOURS: “Picture Perfect: The Trial of Jodi Arias” - An updated report on Jodi Arias, accused of murdering 

her boyfriend Travis Alexander in 2008. The murder was first reported on in 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Picture 

Perfect” (OAD: 03/07/09). In that report, Arias initially told police she knew nothing of the killing, then later blamed 

it on masked intruders. Now she has admitted her involvement in his murder, but claims it was in self-defense. Travis 

Alexander, a successful businessman and devout Mormon, was found murdered in his Mesa, Arizona home.  He had 

been shot and then repeatedly stabbed.  For a little more than a year, he had been involved with Jodi Arias, an 

aspiring photographer. She adopted his Mormon beliefs, which forbid premarital sex -- but they did become sexually 

involved. They supposedly ended their relationship when Jodi found out that Travis was interested in other women. 

Police investigation of the murder scene recovered a digital camera with electronically dated, sexually explicit 

photos Travis and Jodi had taken of themselves -- and photos of Travis during the time he was being killed or soon 

after.  Further police investigation resulted in the arrest of Jodi Arias on charges of first-degree murder. Now, 

portions of her interviews with 48 HOURS from 2008 are being used in her death penalty trial by both the 

prosecution and the defense. Last Thursday (01/17/13), the prosecution rested.  On screen text graphic: The trial of 

Jodie Arias is expected to conclude sometime next month. She faces the death penalty.  Includes interviews with Jodi 

Arias; Chris and Sky Hughes, friends of Travis Alexander; Samantha and Steve Alexander, Travis’ sister and 

brother; Travis’ friends Taylor Searle, Brint Hiatt, and Aaron Mortenson; Esteban Flores, detective, Mesa Police 

Department; Deanna Reid, former girlfriend to Travis Alexander. (C: Maureen Maher - P: Josh Gelman) (See also: 

48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Picture Perfect”, OAD: 03/07/09; 1st rebroadcast: 06/23/09) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 

 

01/26/13 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “An Officer and a Hero” (9:00-10:00p) - A report on the October 5, 2009 botched 

robbery and home invasion that left off-duty St. Louis Police Officer Isabella Lovadina and her then-boyfriend, 

firefighter Nick Koenig grievously wounded and his cousin Gina Stallis dead.  Lovadina and Koenig were taking an 

EMT class together in October 2009 in St. Louis, Missouri, and after class one evening they went to Nick’s 

grandmother’s house to study. When Nick walked Isabella to her car at 12:30am, she placed her gun and bulletproof 

vest inside and went to give Nick a hug goodbye.  Two males approached them with guns drawn demanding 

whatever they had, and when Isabella said she didn’t have anything they pointed to Nick’s grandmother’s house and 

directed them to go inside. Isabella and Nick were forced to their knees in the hallway upon entry. One of the 

gunmen, described as wearing a red hoodie with two gold teeth, went upstairs where Ida Rask, Nick’s grandmother, 

his Aunt Rose, his cousin Gina Stallis and her two young sons were sleeping. The gunman forced Gina to carry a 

large TV down the stairs and the three women were then pressured to kneel next to Nick and Isabella while the two 

boys were left alone. Isabella decided to lunge up against the gunman described as wearing a black hoodie and 

started fighting with him, while Nick fought with the other man. Rose ran out the front door and started approaching 

neighbor’s houses for help, with no avail. Shots rung out and Isabella was struck by the man in the black hoodie five 

times, point blank; Nick was shot three times, and Gina suffered shots that killed her.  Gina’s son Sam, 9-years old at 

the time, called 911 and soon after police and EMT’s arrived. The intruders ran away before cops arrived. Isabella 

and Nick were rushed to the hospital.  Nick had a bullet stuck in the back of his neck, too close to the spinal cord to 

operate on. A short time after the robbery a man checked into the ER at Barnes Hospital across town with a gunshot 

wound in his hand, and the ER technician tending to him noticed his gold teeth, the red hoodie covered in blood, and 

told the cops immediately. Police arrived at Barnes Hospital and arrested Ledale Nathan when they identified his red 

hoodie, and chased the man in the black hoodie, Mario Coleman, into a park and arrested him. Police found Nick’s 

grandmother’s jewelry and a black gun tossed in the park nearby.  After Isabella identified the two men they were 

charged with first degree murder. Nathan was 16-years old at the time of the incident but he stood trial as an adult 

and the jury found him guilty. Coleman’s trial was next and he was also found guilty of murder. Rose Whitrock has 

taken custody of her grandchildren. Two and a half years after the incident Nick was in a car accident and soon after 

he coughed up the bullet that was lodged in his cervical spine. Isabella retired from the Police Department and at her 

final roll call Mayor Francis G. Slay of St. Louis proclaimed February 6, 2012 as Police Officer Isabella Lovadina 

day. On Screen Text Graphics: Mario Coleman and Ledale Nathan Jr. were sentenced to life without the possibility 

of parole. Nick hopes to one day finish the class he started and become an EMT. On screen text graphic for the 

01/26/13 rebroadcast: Mario Coleman and Ledale Nathan Junior were sentenced to life without the possibility of 

parole. Isabella Lovadina recently found a new calling. She now works as victim’s court advocate in St. Louis. 

Interviewed: Isabella Lovadina, victim; Nick Koenig, victim; Rose Whitrock, Nick’s aunt, victim; Ida Rask, Nick’s 

grandmother, victim; Sgt. Roger Engelhardt, St. Louis Police Dept.; Officer Lori Brewer, St. Louis Police Dept.; 

Beth Orwick, prosecutor; John Bird, prosecutor.  (Producers: Shoshanah Wolfson, Sara Rodriguez) (OAD: 

05/19/12) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 

 

01/26/13 48 HOURS: “Crazy Love” (10:00-11:00p) - A report on the investigation into the 2009 murder of millionaire Ben 

Novack, Jr. in Rye Brook, New York. Novack was the son of Bernice and Benjamin Novack, Sr., who once owned 

the famed Miami hotspot, The Fontainebleau Hotel, where the rich and famous came to stay in the 1960s. When the 

family lost their fortune and the hotel in the 70's, Benji was inspired to start his own business planning conferences 

for corporate clients, which earned him millions. Friends described him as a brat who ruled his empire by fear and 

who had a lot of enemies. Police suspected his wife Narcy, but did not have enough evidence to charge her; then they 

received a letter, in Spanish, which stated that Narcy Novack and her brother Cristobal Veliz were responsible for 

the crime. Police believed that Veliz had hired two men, Alejandro Garcia and Joel Gonzalez to kill Benji Novack. 

After arresting the two, Gonzalez implicated Novack and Veliz, along with Garcia. They were arrested on murder 

charges. A year later, reporter Julie Brown began looking into the circumstances of  Bernice Novack’s death, said to 

be from a fall. Convinced she had discovered a murder, she took her findings to the Fort Lauderdale police 

department. And as investigators were making a deal with Alejandro Garcia to testify against Narcy and Cristobal, he 

revealed he had also been hired to attack Bernice. Novack and Veliz were once again charged with murder. The 

motive: Narcy Novack knew Benji was having an affair and the pre-nuptial agreement only guaranteed her $65,000 

in the event of a divorce. She had to kill Benji and his mother to get all the money. On screen text graphic: Narcy 

Novack and her brother Cristobal Veliz were sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole. Detective 

Alison Carpentier retired from Westchester County Police after the arrests. Ben Novack’s fortune is still tied up in a 

Florida probate court. Interviewed: Joe Mathews, Miami Beach homicide detective; Westchester County (NY) 

Detective Alison Carpentier; Michael Allen, director of tourism, Miami, FL; reporter Julie Brown; Charlie Serayder, 

former Miami, FL police officer and a friend of Ben Novack; Det. Sgt. Terry Wilson, Rye Brooke, NY Police; Ben 

Novack’s aunt Maxine Fiel; Novack’s girlfriend Rebecca Bliss; Cristobal Veliz. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Chuck 

Stevenson, Dena Goldstein) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* * * * * 

 

 


